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We construct panel price indexes using retail scanner data that allow comparisons of consumption
cost across space and time. Two types of panel indexes are examined: the rolling-window panel
extensions of the multilateral Cave-Christensen-Diewert index with the Törnqvist index as its elements, and of the multilateral Gini-Eltetö-Köves-Szulc index using the Fisher ideal index as its elements. The rolling window method maintains the nonrevisability of published index numbers while
allowing index numbers for new periods and locations to be calculated and the basket of items to be
updated. Meanwhile, the multilateral structure of price comparison eliminates significant downward
drift in standard chained indexes. Using county-level bilateral and panel indexes based on retail beverage scanner data, we experimentally adjust for purchasing parity the portion of Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) benefits that participants spend on beverages. Accounting for
temporal and spatial cost differences causes over 2% of SNAP allotment spent on beverages to be
reallocated, or approximately a 5% change in allotment on average for a county. About 90% of the
relocated SNAP fund is to adjust for spatial differences in food cost. We also compare SNAP allotments implied by the retail scanner data indexes with those implied by indexes based on the USDA
Quarterly Food-at-Home Price Database (QFAHPD). The treatment of unit values and product
quality may have contributed to the significant differences observed between the retail scanner data
indexes and the QFAHPD indexes.
Key words: Panel price index, scanner data, SNAP allotment adequacy.
JEL codes: C43, D12, Q18.

Tracking time series price variation is of great
interest to governments, firms, researchers,
and consumers because of the importance of
monitoring and adjusting for inflation.
Equally important is the comparison of prices
across geographical areas. Several studies
have examined the economic implications of
spatial price differences. For example,
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Albouy (2009) argued that mortgage and
local-tax deductions partially index taxes to
the local cost of living and, thereby, reduce
federal tax distortion of employment distribution across cities. In another example, Jolliffe
(2006) reported a complete reversal of the
rankings of the prevalence, depth, and severity of poverty between metropolitan and nonmetropolitan areas after adjusting for
geographical differences in living cost. These
results have important implications for poverty-reduction policies because eligibility for
many federal assistance programs is linked to
the official poverty guidelines, which are currently the same across all areas in the continental United States. In addition, as
investigated in several recent research studies
and reports (Dubay, Wheaton, and
Zedlewski 2013; Gregory and ColemanJensen
2013;
U.S.
Government
Accountability Office 2014), the benefit
amount for program participants could potentially be adjusted for living-cost differences based on the recipient’s location.
Incorporating these potential program
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changes requires price indexes that properly
measure price differences across space.
A panel price index allows price comparisons between locations in different time periods. Most existing price index databases are
either spatial or temporal but not both despite the potential value of tracking spatial
and temporal price changes simultaneously.
It is possible to combine time series price indexes with spatial price indexes at a particular
point in time to create panel price indexes.
However, doing so may distort relative prices
between locations at different points in time.
In addition, compared with the long time series data on national price indexes, official
statistics on within-country spatial price comparisons are only starting to emerge. For example, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
and Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA)
have been releasing the consumer price index
(CPI) and personal consumption expenditure
price index, respectively, for many decades,
while the official regional price parities
(RPPs) that measure cost-of-living differences across states and metropolitan areas have
been only available from the BEA since 2008
(BEA 2018). By contrast, international organizations such as the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) and
World Bank have made between-country
price comparisons to calculate purchasing
power parity exchange rates since the 1970s
(OECD 2018; World Bank 2018).
A primary reason that panel price indexes
have not been more readily available is due
to limited data. Relatively few datasets collect time series price and quantity data for a
large number of products at multiple locations that are readily available and useful for
research and policy purposes. However, this
is beginning to change with increasing accessibility of large-scale retail scanner data to
the research community. Retail scanner data
collect barcode-level quantity and dollar sales
data at the point of sales for most grocery
items, which represent about 40% of total
expenditures in the CPI (Broda and
Weinstein 2010). The simultaneous observation of quantity and price allows researchers
to calculate superlative price indexes
(Diewert 1976), which are more desirable
than fixed-weight indexes as measures of consumption cost because the former account for
item-level substitutions caused by relative
price changes. Moreover, in contrast to sampling prices on a limited number of products
at different points of time as is done in the
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construction of most official price indexes,
scanner data offer continuous surveillance of
both prices and quantities for the universe of
products sold at retail outlets (Feenstra and
Shapiro 2003).
This study compared eight scanner databased price indexes, including four variants of
two new panel price indexes. In doing so, we
contribute to the literature in two ways. First,
Ivancic, Diewert, and Fox (2011) and de Haan
and van der Grient (2011) demonstrated that
the multilateral GEKS (Gini 1931; Eltetö and
Köves 1964; Szulc 1964) can be applied to
time series scanner data to calculate highfrequency price indexes that are superior to
standard chained price indexes. We extended
their approach by operationalizing the GiniEltetö-Köves-Szulc (GEKS) index and the
multilateral Caves, Christensen, and Diewert
(CCD; 1982) price indexes for panel scanner
data. To ease calculation of panel indexes, we
provide a SAS routine that has been optimized
for big data applications.
Second, the majority of existing research
uses one of two sources for regional food prices. The Council for Community and
Economic Research (C2ER) publishes quarterly prices of about 57 consumer goods and
services, 29 of which are food and beverage
products in about 400 U.S. urban areas. The
prices are sampled in the first week of each
quarter from 5 to 10 retail establishments. As
a result, C2ER prices are less accurate than
price indexes based on scanner data that
track both prices paid and purchase quantity.
The USDA Economic Research Service
Quarterly Food-at-Home Price Database
represents an important improvement over
the C2ER food prices by providing unit values for 52 food groups and 35 market areas
based on Nielsen household scanner data
(Todd et al. 2010). However, the classical
concern about unit value bias caused by quality difference (Deaton 1988) may apply to at
least some food groups in the database. The
current study represents the beginning of an
effort to construct a database of panel price
indexes (instead of unit values) for all foods
at home at a finely disaggregated level and
relatively high geographical resolutions (e.g.,
county or metropolitan statistical area). The
utility of such a panel database, once complete, goes beyond adjusting food costs for federal food assistance programs. Researchers
could benefit from the levels of food category
disaggregation and geographical resolution to
better identify food demand parameters and
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potential causal relations between nutritionrelated diseases and food costs.
The remainder of this paper is structured
as follows. In the next section, we introduce
the panel extensions of the multilateral
GEKS and CCD indexes. Then we illustrate
with an application to create county-level
nonalcoholic beverage price indexes, which
are used to experimentally adjust food benefits from the Supplemental Nutrition
Assistance Program (SNAP) for temporal
and county differences in cost of living. We
subsequently examine how results of the
SNAP analysis would change if, instead of retail scanner data, the Quarterly Food-atHome Price Database is used to construct the
price indexes. The penultimate section summarizes the results and provides recommendations, while the final section notes the
limitations and suggests avenues for future
research.
Price Index Formulas
A large number of candidate price index formulas can be used with scanner data to compare consumption costs across space and
time. We chose four fixed-base bilateral indexes commonly used in the temporal index
number literature—Paasche, Laspeyres,
Fisher ideal (Fisher 1922), and Törnqvist
(1936)—and two panel extensions of the
GEKS and CCD multilateral indexes from
the spatial index literature.1 The Paasche and
Laspeyres indexes were chosen because of
their popularity in applied research, while
Fisher ideal, Törnqvist, GEKS, and CCD
were evaluated because of their superlative
properties in the sense of Diewert (1976).
To simplify notation for panel price comparisons, let an entity be a unique combination of location and time. For example, the
same location (e.g., a county) in period t and
period t þ 1 is considered as two distinct entities in our index formulas. The Laspeyres
price index comparing entity j with base 0 is
1
Fixed-base indexes are also known as direct indexes, whose
values are calculated by comparing different periods or locations
directly with a fixed base period or location. This is in contrast to
chained indexes, which have a moving base served as the chain
link between a new period or location and the previous period or
location. A fixed-base index by definition is based on a fixed basket of goods, while a chained index can be constructed based on
a fixed basket or a flexible basket that updates as new data come
in (Ivancic, Diewert, and Fox 2011).
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where pjv is the price of product v in entity j;
p0v and q0v are the base price and quantity of
product v, respectively; and v0j denotes the
common set of items sold in both base 0 and
entity j. The Passche price index is defined as
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where qjv is the quantity of product v in entity
j. The Fisher ideal price index is the geometric mean of Laspeyres and Paasche indexes:
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The Törnqvist index is defined as
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where s0v and sjv are budget shares of product
v in base 0 and entity j, respectively. The
Laspeyres and Paasche indexes provide an
upper and lower bound for the true (but
unobservable) cost-of-living index, respectively (Konüs 1924). One can derive exact
cost-of-living indexes conditional on functional form assumptions. For example, assuming that the cost function is arbitrarily
twice differentiable linear homogenous, an
index formula is superlative if it is exact for a
flexible functional form that is a second-order
approximation to this cost function (Diewert
1976). The Fisher Ideal and Törnqvist indexes are superlative in this sense, while
Laspeyres and Paasche are not. The
Törnqvist index is exact for the translog total
or unit cost function, and the Fisher ideal index is exact for the quadratic mean of order
two unit cost function (Diewert 1976).
Multilateral indexes designed originally for
spatial price comparisons are transitive. That
is, the index ratio between locations j and k
remain unchanged whether price levels in the
two locations are compared directly or indirectly through an intermediate location l.
Although bilateral indexes are not transitive,
the bilateral superlative indexes can be used
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as elements to construct transitive spatial indexes (Diewert 1996; Hill 1997). The multilateral GEKS index is designed as

ð5Þ

P0j
GEKS

¼

Mj
Y

lj 1=ðMj þ1Þ
ðP0l
:
F  PF Þ

l¼0

Each elementary index inside equation (5)
compares the price levels in entity j with the
base via entity l. In spatial price comparisons,
Mj is equal to the number of geographical
locations excluding the base. The GEKS index is the geometric mean of all possible pairwise comparisons between entities. The
multilateral CCD index P0j
CCD is created by
substituting PT for PF in the GEKS index.
The base can be an arbitrarily selected entity
or an artificially constructed average entity. It
converts the (less useful) matrix of bilateral
indexes between all possible pairs of entities l
and j into a (more useful) vector of multilateral indexes, one for each entity relative to
the base, the choice of which does not change
the ratio of indexes between entities (Deaton
and Dupriez 2011).
Rolling-Window Panel Indexes
Multilateral indexes such as GEKS and CCD
can be used without modification to compare
prices simultaneously across space and time.
Several studies have done this with relatively
aggregated commodity-level data. Hill (2004)
constructed yearly GEKS, CCD, and other
price indexes based on price and expenditure
data for 82 commodity headings for a panel
of 15 European Union countries over the
1995–2000 period. At least two complications
arise, however, if scanner data are used for
panel price comparison. First, scanner data
for many consumer good categories contain
thousands of unique barcodes. The large
number of items can quickly render applications of the original GEKS or CCD indexes
computationally prohibitive due to the large
number of bilateral comparisons used as
building blocks. Second, equation (5)
requires recalculating index numbers for all
entities as scanner data for additional locations or later periods become available. This
is apparently unacceptable for most statistical
agencies because they would never be able to
finalize the index numbers.
In their seminal work, Ivancic, Diewert,
and Fox (2011) proposed using multilateral
indexes with a rolling window to construct

time series chained price indexes based on
scanner data. Chained temporal indexes are
preferred to fixed-basket indexes because the
former continuously update the product basket to reflect product entry and exit.
However, an unintended consequence of
chaining is that the index does not return to
its base even when item-level prices go back
to their base levels (Forsyth and Fowler
1981), a phenomenon known as chain drift.
This can be particularly prominent in high
frequency (such as weekly) data where temporary price cuts and the resulting stockpiling
behavior by shoppers are more pronounced.
Nevertheless, chain drift may still be present
at monthly frequency (de Haan and van der
Grient 2011). A standard multilateral index
such as the GEKS or CCD index does not
suffer from chain drift due to its perfect concordance with the transitivity property.
Although transitivity does not hold exactly
under Ivancic, Diewert, and Fox’s (2011)
rolling-window modification of the multilateral index, their method is largely free from
any significant chain drift because comparisons within each rolling window are transitive
(Ivancic, Diewert, and Fox 2011). By specifying a rolling window within which multilateral comparisons are conducted and the new
entity is chain-linked to existing entities, one
does not revise index numbers for existing
entities in or before the rolling window using
Ivancic et al.’s method.
Ivancic Diewert, and Fox’s (2011) rollingwindow multilateral index was originally developed with temporal price comparison in
mind. However, in principle it can be used to
construct panel price indexes free of significant chain drifts. We construct the rollingwindow panel GEKS index as follows. Let It
be the set of entities in the tth period. The artificial base entity I0 consists of item-level prices and quantities equal to their per-entity
averages over the first T periods (e.g., full
year) of the sample. Let It;s include the complete set of entities between periods t and s
(t  s), that is, It;s ¼ It [ Itþ1 [ . . . [ Is1 [ Is .
i
i
Here, It;s
denotes a subset of Nt;s
entities (including entity i itself) in set It;s that have at
least one item in common with those of entity
i (i 2 It;s ).2
2
It is possible, although a low probability even using retail
scanner data, that some entities sell completely different products from entity j. In this case, it would not be possible to calculate elementary bilateral superlative indexes between j and these
entities.
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For an entity i in the first T periods, that is,
i 2 I1;T , its panel rolling-window (RW) GEKS
index is identical to the standard GEKS comparing prices between i and all entities between base 0 and period T (inclusive):3
ð6Þ

0i
P0i
RWGEKS ¼ PGEKS
Y
i
li 1=N0;T
¼
ðP0l
:
F  PF Þ

5

entities. Second, except j being an entity one
period prior to entity k, we have not said how
j could be chosen from all possible entities in
that period. Third, the denominator
P0j
GEKS;Tþ1 still uses data from T þ 1, although
link entity j is in T. All three issues are
addressed by the panel RWGEKS index. The
RWGEKS when j is in T and k in T þ 1 is
constructed as

i
l2I0;T

We now motivate the RWGEKS for entities after the first T periods. Let P0j
GEKS;Tþ1 be
the standard GEKS index for an entity j in
period T constructed based on data between
periods 1 and T þ 1. Then
Y
j
lj 1=N0;Tþ1
ðP0l
:
ð7Þ P0j
F  PF Þ
GEKS;Tþ1 ¼
j

l2I0;Tþ1

Let k be an entity in period T þ 1. The
standard GEKS index for entity k using data
from periods 1 through T þ 1 is
ð8Þ

P0k
GEKS ¼

Y

k

lk 1=N0;Tþ1
ðP0l
:
F  PF Þ

k
l2I0;Tþ1

Dividing equation (8) by equation (7)
yields
k
1=N0;Tþ1
Q  0l
PF  Plk
F
k
l2I0;Tþ1
P0k
GEKS
¼
ð9Þ
1=N j :
Q  0l
0;Tþ1
P0j
GEKS;Tþ1
PF  PljF
j
l2I0;Tþ1

It is tempting to use the right-hand side of
equation (9) as the chain link to update the
GEKS. However, there are still three issues
to resolve. First, there is no guarantee that
j
k
¼ I0;Tþ1
because of differences in the
I0;Tþ1
basket of products sold between entity k and
j. The chain link as it stands in equation (9)
involves bilateral comparisons within sets
j
k
and I0;Tþ1
that require substantial comI0;Tþ1
puting resources if the two sets have a lot of
3
It is neither necessary to choose the mean over entities in the
first T periods as the artificial base, nor required to define a base
for a panel index. However, referencing the panel price index to
a base ¼ 1 is in keeping with the convention on production of
most official time-series price statistics and, therefore, may be
easier to conceptualize for users unfamiliar with panel indexes.
For example, the standard reference base period for current U.S.
CPI series is 1982–84 ¼ 100. Without a base, equation (6) is writQ
i
ten as PiRWGEKS ¼ PiGEKS ¼ l2I i ðPliF Þ1=N1;T .
1;T

ð10Þ

0j
P0k
RWGEKS ¼ PGEKS
Y
j;k
lj 1=NTþ1j;Tþ1

ðPlk
F =PF Þ
j

k
l2fITþ1j;Tþ1 \ITþ1j;Tþ1
g

where j (1  j  T) is the number of preceding periods included in the rolling window
j;k
of width j þ 1, and NTþ1j;Tþ1
is the
number
of
elements
in
the
set
j
k
fITþ1j;Tþ1
\ ITþ1j;Tþ1
g. Equation (10) is
more convenient than equation (9) because
P0j
GEKS is already computed by period T for
routine price index reporting, but P0j
GEKS;Tþ1
is constructed in T þ 1 for the sole purpose of
creating a chain link for period T þ 1 price indexes. Finally, the RWGEKS index for entities
in periods T þ 2 and later is constructed as
ð11Þ

0j
P0k
RWGEKS ¼ PRWGEKS
Y
j;k
lj 1=Nsj;s

ðPlk
F =PF Þ
j

k
l2fIsj;s \Isj;s
g

where k 2 Is , j 2 Is1 , and s  T þ 2.4 To construct the rolling window CCD (RWCCD) index, we would substitute the elementary
Törnqvist index PT for the Fisher ideal index
PF in the RWGEKS index.
Intransitivity and Choice of Link Entity5
In this section, we discuss the transitive property of RWGEKS and RWCCD. Proofs are
4
Due to temporal product turnover and spatial product
unavailability, the product set used to construct Plk
F may not perlj
fectly overlap with that of PF . Lamboray and Krsinich (2015)
noted that this may introduce bias, and proposed an intersection
approach that used only the common set of products among entilj
ties j, l, k in the creation of Plk
F and PF . These authors found this
modification to work well in their application to consumer electronics data. We applied their method to the panel indexes
(denoted intRWGEKS and intRWCCD) and found (a) each
panel index and its intersection variant to be highly correlated
(correlation coefficient > 0.98); and (b) the intersection method
narrows the difference in index number between indexes of different rolling-window width.
5
We are indebted to an anonymous reviewer for bringing
issues discussed in this section to our attention.
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provided in supplementary online appendix
A. As noted in Ivancic, Diewert, and Fox
(2011), a consequence of the rolling-window
approach to updating multilateral indexes is
that the resulting indexes are no longer exactly transitive over the full sample. This
means the relative price between two entities
when compared directly is different from
their ratio when compared through a third
entity. So in theory, RWGEKS and RWCCD
indexes could potentially be subject to chain
drift. However, chain drift is unlikely to be
significant in practice given a sufficiently wide
window length is used because the comparison between entities k and j in equation (11),
that is, the second term on the right-hand
side of equation (11) is still transitive with respect to entities within the rolling window. If
the index number of entity j is free from significant chain drift, so is that of entity k.
That being said, the intransitivity of
RWGEKS and RWCCD still poses an empirical challenge: the index values are not
uniquely determined but vary with choice of
the link entity j. In time series context, alternative link periods for calculating the price
level for the new period s has been proposed,
including period s  1 (Ivancic, Diewert, and
Fox 2011; de Haan and van der Grient 2011),
a simple geometric mean of all available link
periods from s  j to s  1 (Diewert and Fox
2017), a period between s  j and s  1 that
is most similar to s in price and quantity
(Diewert and Fox 2017), and a weighted geometric mean of all previous periods as link
periods with the weights proportional to the
share of expenditures matched between period s and each link period (Melser 2016).
In panel data, in addition to choice of the
link period, the researcher needs to decide
which entity in the chosen link period should
be the link entity. Following Diewert and Fox
(2017), a sensible choice of j is the entity that
is most similar to entity k in purchasing patterns. Because comparison of the new price
level P0k
RWGEKS with the link entity price
P0j
RWGEKS is transitive with respect to entities
in the rolling window, this approach ensures
that at least Walsh’s multiperiod identity test
is satisfied at entities j and k.6 As such, if
6

Adapting notations of equation (11), Walsh’s multiperiod iden0j

jk

jk

tity test requires: PRWGEKS  PGEKS  Pk0
RWGEKS ¼ 1 where PGEKS
j;k
Q
lj 1=Nsj;s
lk
k0
j
¼ l2fIsj;s
and PRWGEKS ¼ 1=P0k
RWGEKS , the
\I k g ðPF =PF Þ
sj;s

latter of which follows from Fisher ideal and Törnqvist indexes’ consistency with the time reversal test.

product-level prices and sales at entity j are
identical or proportional to those at entity k,
then P0k
RWGEKS will be equal to or of the same
proportion to P0j
RWGEKS (Diewert and Fox
2017).
For a balanced and low- or mediumfrequency panel, entities j and k could be the
same location in periods s  1 and s, respectively. For an unbalanced panel where purchase data at entity k’s location are not
available for period s  1, j could be a different location that, for example, shared the
highest number of items with entity k.
Alternatively, one could apply the relative
price similarity measures proposed by
Diewert (2009) to search for the link entity j
between periods s  j and s  1 that most
resembles entity k in prices and sales.
Although RWGEKS and RWCCD indexes
are not transitive over time except with the
link entity, they can be spatially transitive if
the price levels of all entities in a period are
calculated using the same link entity. For ex0k
ample, suppose P0i
RWGEKS and PRWGEKS are
price levels for entities i and k in the same period. By linking with price level of the same
entity j, the price index ratio between i and k
is the same whether they are compared directly or indirectly through any entities
within the rolling window. Moreover, by increasing the width of the rolling window,
RWGEKS and RWCCD indexes can be
made closer to being transitive over the entire set of entities. The intuition is that a
wider rolling window increases the proportion of entities that overlap in the creation of
index values for any two entities. When the
overlap is perfect, price comparison between
the two entities becomes exactly transitive
over elementary entities. In the extreme case
where the width of the rolling window and
the base period are both equal to the time dimension of the panel, RWGEKS and
RWCCD indexes become the standard multilateral GEKS and CCD indexes that are exactly transitive.
It is important to recognize that transitivity
is not the only criterion against which a panel
index could be benchmarked. Another useful
index property is characteristicity, which
refers to “the degree to which weights are
specific to the comparison at hand” (Caves,
Christensen, and Diewert 1982). For example, a bilateral comparison between entities i
and k using Fisher ideal index is perfectly
characteristic because it uses expenditure
shares in i and k exclusively as weights;
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comparing price levels between i and k using
GEKS is less characteristic because data
from potentially less relevant entities are also
used to create the index. Unfortunately, as
Drechsler (1973) concluded: “There is no
perfect solution since characteristics and circularity [i.e., transitivity] are always . . . in
conflict with each other.” In the context of
rolling-window panel indexes, although increasing width of the rolling window
improves transitivity, it decreases characteristicity by bringing data from more distant past
into the comparison.

Empirical Illustration
In this application, we use county-level price
indexes to make cost of living adjustment to
food benefits issued by SNAP. SNAP is the
largest U.S. domestic food assistance program. In FY 2016, it served over 44 million
low-income participants at an expense of $71
billion, $67 billion of which was food cost.
The maximum SNAP benefit is set equal to
or a multiple of the cost of food under the
USDA’s Thrifty Food Plan-a model food basket that delivers a nutritious diet at minimal
expense. The actual benefit amount is an inverse function of net household income,
which provides the maximum benefit amount
to households with zero net income (Wilde
2001). The Food and Nutrition Service (FNS)
of USDA makes (temporal) cost-of-living
adjustments to maximum benefit amount,
and other program parameters at the beginning of each federal fiscal year. However, the
maximum benefit amount is the same across
all states and territories in the contiguous
United States. There is concern that the geographically uniform maximum SNAP allotment may be inadequate if regional food
price varies substantially (Leibtag 2007). In
2013, the Institute of Medicine (IOM) and
National
Research
Council
(NRC)
Committee on Examination of the Adequacy
of Food Resources and SNAP Allotments
recommended that “the USDA should examine possible approaches to account for geographic variation in food prices, for example
by adjusting the maximum benefit amount to
account for price adjustments in high- and
low-cost regions of the nation,” (Institute of
Medicine 2013).
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County-Level Price Indexes
The retail scanner data used in this case study
are Nielsen Scantrack data from 10,305 participating supermarkets in 1,491 counties collected over 53 quadweeks (i.e., periods of 4week aggregates) starting on April 7, 2002,
and ending on April 15, 2006. Universal
Product Code (UPC)-level sales data are collected at the point of sale and transmitted to
Nielsen. Items can be defined at the UPC or
more aggregated levels. We defined an item
as a unique combination of brand, size, and
multipack (multi). The brand field in Nielsen
ScanTrack is very detailed and specific. For
example, Coca-Cola Classic Regular, CocaCola Cherry Regular, Coca-Cola Vanilla
Regular, Coca-Cola Caffeine Free Regular,
Coke Zero, and Diet Coke are six different
brands in Nielsen data. This level of disaggregation probably preserves the most important
differentiation of products as perceived by
consumers. From the computational standpoint, this approach saves CPU processing
time by reducing the number of elementary
products in the price index creation by about
50% compared with directly using UPC level
data. In the end, we have 11,811 unique beverage products.7
We aggregated store-level data to the
county level and calculated Paasche,
Laspeyres,
Fisher
ideal,
Törnqvist,
RWGEKS-1, RWGEKS-13, RWCCD-1, and
RWCCD-13.8 The latter four indexes are variants of the panel RWGEKS and RWCCD
indexes. The RWGEKS-1 and RWGEKS-13
are rolling-window GEKS indexes, where the
suffix indicates the number of preceding periods included in the rolling window.
Therefore, RWGEKS-1 and RWGEKS-13
have a rolling window of 2 and 14 quadweeks,
respectively. RWCCD-1 and RWCCD-13 are
similarly defined. In this beverage example,
7
The distribution of product counts is as follows: regular carbonated soft drink (1,822), diet carbonated soft drink (754), fruit
drink (1,567), fruit juice (2,393), whole milk (915), low fat milk
(839), bottled water (2,337), sports and energy drink (618), and
bottled tea (566), where count is in parentheses.
8
Aggregation to the county level creates county-level unit values by brand, multi, and size. To the extent that retailers differentiate in the amenities (e.g., return policy, number of checkout
counters, availability of self-checkout) offered to customers, aggregation over retailers may result in a bias. However, defining
elementary products at the retailer-brand-multi-size level creates
a severe matching problem for the spatial aspect of panel price
comparison: because not all retailers operate in all counties, a
large number of bilateral indexes used as inputs into the panel indexes will have no match at all.
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Figure 1. Beverage price index numbers by county (year 1 national mean 5 1). Note: Scanner
data for San Francisco County were not available until the 9th quadweek of the 53-quadweek
sample

an entity is a unique pair of county and
quadweek.
To find a link entity j for entity k, we gave
priority to the entity in the same location as k
but in period s  1. If this entity did not exist,
we then selected the entity that first was temporally closest to k, then shared the largest
set of products with k, and finally had the
highest sales of the common set of products.
We did not employ a formal relative price
similarity index such as those of Diewert
(2009) to search for the link entities because
it would have increased the processing time
enormously for such a large panel. Because
sales data are not available in all counties in
all periods, we have an unbalanced panel
with 76,357 entities for each index. These entities account for 82% of SNAP allotment
and 81% of SNAP population in the contiguous United States during the sample period.
Figure 1 plots the index numbers for four
select counties (King County, WA; Los
Angeles County, CA; Philadelphia County,
PA; and San Francisco County, CA) using
the eight index formulae. The two superlative
bilateral indexes and the four panel indexes,
which track each other closely over time in
each county, are bounded from above by the
Laspeyres index and from below by the
Paasch index, as expected.

Figures 2a and b juxtapose the four counties by index formula to highlight the spatial
price difference. Over most of the 53-quadweek period, Philadelphia County had the
lowest beverage cost while San Francisco
County had the highest price. The price levels
of Philadelphia and Los Angeles Counties
appear to converge in the second half of the
sample, while the price level of King County
seems to diverge from that of Los Angeles
County over time. By the end of the sample,
King and San Francisco Counties, and
Philadelphia and Los Angeles Counties have
more similar prices, respectively.
In recent years since the end of our sample
period, an increasing number of local jurisdictions have called for leveraging sugarsweetened beverage taxes to fight the obesity
epidemic. As of September 2017, three (King,
Philadelphia, San Francisco) of the four illustrated counties have either implemented or
approved an excise tax of 1 cent per ounce or
higher on sugar-sweetened beverages.
Because the effectiveness of these taxes in
achieving its public health goals hinges on its
ability to raise prices of the taxed products,
the scanner data panel indexes described
here can be used to monitor price trends in
the taxed and neighboring untaxed counties.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Beverage price comparison across four select counties based on bilateral indexes
(year 1 national mean 5 1). (b) Beverage price comparison across four select counties based
on panel indexes (year 1 national mean 5 1)

To offer more quantitative insights, table 1
reports the average absolute percentage differences between all possible pairs of index
formulas for the full sample and for Years 1
and 4. Over the full sample, the largest average differences are observed between
Laspeyres and Paasche at 6.912%, which is
consistent with the graphical evidence in
figure 1. By comparison, the average absolute

percentage difference between the bilateral
superlative Fisher ideal and Törnqvist is the
smallest at 0.197%. The absolute percentage
differences between the Fisher ideal and
RWCCD-1/RWCCD-13, which use bilateral
Törnqvist as their elements, are about 4
times as much as the difference between the
Fisher ideal and Törnqvist. Similarly, the average differences between Törnqvist and
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Fisher ideal

Paasche

Laspeyres

RWCCD-1

Törnqvist

RWGEKS-13

RWGEKS-1

Fisher ideal

Paasche

Laspeyres

RWCCD-1

Törnqvist

RWGEKS-13

RWGEKS-1

Fisher ideal

Paasche

Laspeyres

Index

7.087
(3.681)

6.783
(4.246)

6.912
(3.796)

Paasche

3.468
(1.756)
3.325
(1.604)

3.316
(2.017)
3.174
(1.828)

3.382
(1.809)
3.243
(1.648)

Fisher ideal

2.974
(1.706)
3.834
(2.108)
0.886
(0.819)

3.324
(2.234)
3.180
(1.867)
0.563
(0.467)

3.167
(1.908)
3.486
(1.936)
0.706
(0.691)

RWGEKS-1

2.905
(1.650)
3.867
(2.010)
0.799
(0.663)

3.324
(2.234)
3.180
(1.867)
0.563
(0.467)
0.000
(0.000)

3.107
(1.884)
3.518
(1.884)
0.658
(0.568)
0.254
(0.424)

RWGEKS-13

Index

3.210
(1.682)
3.563
(1.688)
0.264
(0.217)

3.267
(1.965)
3.218
(1.897)
0.151
(0.211)
0.535
(0.451)
0.535
(0.451)

3.231
(1.744)
3.382
(1.728)
0.197
(0.214)
0.636
(0.653)
0.578
(0.519)

Törnqvist

2.752
(1.701)
4.046
(2.148)
1.025
(0.891)

3.277
(2.252)
3.227
(1.927)
0.650
(0.547)
0.186
(0.208)
0.186
(0.208)
0.578
(0.468)

3.017
(1.923)
3.629
(2.000)
0.819
(0.764)
0.229
(0.203)
0.332
(0.450)
0.707
(0.687)

RWCCD-1

Continued

2.956
(1.894)
3.660
(1.961)
0.791
(0.658)
0.382
(0.456)
0.222
(0.200)
0.669
(0.558)
0.245
(0.430)
3.277
(2.252)
3.227
(1.927)
0.650
(0.547)
0.186
(0.208)
0.186
(0.208)
0.578
(0.468)
0.000
(0.000)
2.688
(1.633)
4.072
(2.071)
0.969
(0.745)

RWCCD-13

May 2018

Year 4

Year 1

All years

Time period

Table 1. Average Absolute Percentage Point Differences between Pairs of Indexes
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0.524
(0.562)
0.246
(0.183)
0.783
(0.631)
0.415
(0.553)
0.266
(0.189)
0.461
(0.573)
0.856
(0.808)
0.764
(0.765)
0.657
(0.590)

Fisher ideal

RWCCD-1

Törnqvist

RWGEKS-13

RWGEKS-1

Paasche
Index
Time period

Table 1. continued

Note: Calculated based on county-level price indexes for nonalcoholic beverages. Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations; N ¼ 76,357.

0.426
(0.540)

RWGEKS-13
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RWGEKS-1

Index

Törnqvist

RWCCD-1

RWCCD-13
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RWGEKS-1/RWGEKS-13, which use bilateral Fisher ideal as their elements, are more
than 3 times as large as the difference between the Törnqvist and Fisher ideal. The
largest average difference between a bilateral
superlative index and a panel index is 0.819%
between the Fisher ideal and RWCCD-1.
The average absolute percentage differences
between the rolling-window panel indexes
are smaller, ranging between 0.222% and
0.382%, than their differences with the bilateral superlative indexes.
The larger differences between bilateral
superlative indexes and rolling-window panel
indexes may be caused by structural differences between bilateral and multilateral price
comparisons and by temporal changes in the
shopping basket that favors the rollingwindow approach as time passes. To understand the relative importance of the two
probable causes, it is useful to conduct pairwise comparisons by year. We set the national mean in Year 1 as the base (i.e.,
T ¼ 13) for all indexes. Because the panel indexes do not have a rolling window in the
base year, we can attribute differences in index values in Year 1 entirely to differences in
formula. By comparison, we expect changes
in shopping baskets to have the largest impact on differences between fixed-basket and
rolling-window indexes in Year 4—the last
year of our sample.
In Year 1, the average differences between
the Fisher ideal and panel indexes are
0.563% for RWGEKS and 0.650% for
RWCCD as shown in table 1. In comparison,
the average differences between Fisher ideal
and panel indexes in the full sample are
higher at 0.706%, 0.658%, 0.819%, and
0.791% for RWGEKS-1, RWGEKS-13,
RWCCD-1, and RWCCD-13, respectively.
These differences in mean differences between Year 1 and full-sample, although
small in magnitude, are statistically significant at the 1% level. The results are similar
when comparing differences between
Törnqvist and panel indexes in Year 1 and
the corresponding differences in the full
sample. Overall, this suggests that much of
the observed differences between the
Fisher ideal/Törnqvist indexes and the
rolling-window panel indexes can be attributed to structural differences between bilateral
versus
multilateral
price
comparisons.
In Year 4, the absolute percentage differences between the Fisher ideal and rolling-
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window panel indexes are 0.886% for
RWGEKS-1, 0.799% for RWGEKS-13,
1.025% for RWCCD-1, and 0.969% for
RWCCD-13. These mean differences are statistically significantly higher than the corresponding Year 1 mean differences. This
finding is consistent with the expectation that
the rolling-window index numbers would become more distinct from fixed-basket index
numbers as time passes. Comparing mean differences between Törnqvist and rollingwindow panel indexes in Year 4 with those in
Year 1 yields the same results.
Cost-of-Living Adjustment to SNAP
Beverage Allotment
Because only beverage sales data are available
to us for this project, we limit the cost-of-living
adjustment to the portion of SNAP allotment
estimated to be spent on beverages. There are
no official statistics on how much SNAP benefits were used toward purchasing beverages in
the 2002–2006 period. Therefore, we impute
the amount spent on beverages and call it the
“SNAP beverage allotment”.9 Using the
Consumer Expenditure Survey Diary, we calculated that the included beverage types
accounted for 14% of total food-at-home
expenditures for SNAP participants during the
sample period. Assuming SNAP participants
spent the same proportion of SNAP benefits
on these beverages as their non-SNAP food
dollars, we multiply total SNAP allotment by
14% to produce an estimate of the SNAP beverage allotment. Because the USDA does not
report county-level SNAP participation and
allotment by month, we imputed them using
monthly state-level participation and allotment statistics from FNS and July county-level
participation estimates from U.S. Census.
Supplementary online appendix B describes
the imputation procedure in detail.
We adjust beverage allotment for entity k
for purchasing power parity as follows
ð12Þ

r snapki ¼ snapk  P0k
i  gi

where r snapki is the adjusted SNAP beverage
allotment for entity k based on price index i,
9
It is important to note that, under current program rules,
SNAP-eligible foods can be any food or food product for home
consumption, excluding foods sold hot at point of purchase or for
on-premise consumption. We coin the term SNAP beverage allotment solely for convenience of discussing the empirical results.
It should not be misconstrued as suggesting that SNAP restricts a
portion of the allotment to beverage purchases.
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snapk is unadjusted SNAP beverage allotment, P0k
i is the ith price index,
P and gi is a
multiplier
equal
to
f k2I1;52 snapk g=
P
10
f k2I1;52 snapk  P0k
As such, gi ensures
i g.
the budget neutrality of the cost-of-living adjustment over the full sample.
Table 2 presents the cost-of-living adjustment results by price index and study year.
Within each study year, the positive (negative) dollar amount associated with each
price index is the sum of SNAP beverage allotment changes in entities that would experience an increase (decline) in benefits due to
the cost-of-living adjustment. For example, in
Year 1, entities that would gain (lose) under
a Laspeyres-based cost-of-living adjustment
would receive a total of $26 million ($77.8
million) more (less) in SNAP beverage allotment. Because of the budget neutrality constraint, one can verify that under each price
index the sum of benefit reductions is equal
to the sum of benefit increases over the 4year study period.
The last row of table 2 reports the cumulative effects of cost-of-living adjustments.
Interestingly, the total amount of reallocated
allotment implied by Fisher Ideal and
Törnqvist is within 0.3% of each other. By
contrast, adjustments based on RWGEKS-1
and RWGEKS-13 reallocated 4.8% and
5.7% more allotments than Fisher idealbased adjustment, respectively. Again, the
difference between a bilateral superlative index and its multilateral derivative is larger
than the difference between the bilateral superlative indexes. Similarly, reallocated allotment is 5.9% and 6.7% higher based on
RWCCD-1 and RWCCD-13 than the
Törnqvist index, respectively. Overall, the
percentage differences in reallocated beverage allotment across indexes mirror those
percentage differences in index values
reported in table 1.
The reallocated allotments in table 2
account for both temporal and spatial costof-living differences as reflected by the respective price indexes. To its credit, FNS
already makes a temporal cost-of-living adjustment to SNAP maximum allotments,
deductions, and income eligibility standards
at the beginning of each federal fiscal year.
10
For this section, we drop the 53rd quadweek so that we
have exactly 4 years of data for the cost-of-living adjustment
exercise.
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0.83

0.83

0.83

0.81

$2,732,081

$3,166,911

$3,260,588

$11,458,861
Overall

4

3

2

Note: a Indicates that there are 13 quadweeks per study year. We dropped the 53rd quadweek for the SNAP cost-of-living adjustment analysis so that Year 4 has the same number of quadweeks as other study years. A budget neutrality constraint is imposed over the full 4-year period, not in each quadweek. b Indicates that SNAP benefits estimated to be spent on beverages in entities in the sample. c Indicates that the ratio of the number of SNAP participants in sample to total
SNAP population in the contiguous 48 States and Washington, DC.

0.76
$2,299,280

þ$28,474
$83,716
þ$34,555
$94,028
þ$93,657
$63,279
þ$124,649
$40,311
$281,335
þ$28,508 þ$28,954
$77,587 $82,859
þ$31,234 þ$35,813
$88,514 $91,705
þ$88,160 þ$90,226
$58,471 $64,893
þ$115,857 þ$124,414
$39,187 $39,951
$263,759
$279,407
þ$29,427
$82,238
þ$34,579
$92,891
þ$91,462
$62,865
þ$122,457
$39,932
$277,926
þ$30,032
$81,182
þ$35,791
$90,513
þ$87,923
$64,264
þ$121,933
$39,718
$275,679
þ$25,972 þ$37,279 þ$29,812
$77,788 $78,176 $76,161
þ$30,398 þ$37,260 þ$31,892
$90,113 $89,158 $87,652
þ$90,862 þ$90,514 þ$87,683
$60,894 $63,052 $58,935
þ$117,931 þ$117,315 þ$113,631
$36,367 $51,982 $40,270
$265,162 $282,368
$263,018

Paasche
Laspeyres

Scanner Data-Based Panel Price Indexes

1

Allotment (estimate) SNAP population
spent on beveragesb
coverage ratioc
Fisher ideal RWGEKS-1 RWGEKS-13 Törnqvist RWCCD-1 RWCCD-13
(in $1,000)
Allotment reallocated (in $1,000)
Study yeara

Table 2. Cost-of-Living Adjustment of SNAP Beverage Allotment, Accounting for Both Temporal and Spatial Price Differences
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However, the magnitude of adjustments is
the same for the 48 contiguous states and
Washington, D.C. It is therefore useful to isolate the impact of adjusting for spatial costof-living difference only on SNAP allotment
from the overall impact.
Table 3 reports amount of reallocated beverage allotment by study year and price index
when the budget neutrality constraint is imposed in every quadweek. In doing this, we
ensure that the reallocation is based on spatial cost-of-living difference only. The
Paasche-based cost-of-living adjustment generates the highest reallocated allotment at
$261.4 million over the four-year period. The
Laspeyres-based reallocation is the lowest at
$239.1 million. Again, the difference between
Fisher ideal-based and Törnqvist-based allotment changes is smaller than their differences
with the panel indexes that use these bilateral
superlative indexes as elements. Finally, comparing total reallocated allotments between
tables 2 and 3 by price index indicates that
the cumulative reallocated allotment based
on spatial price differences is about 90% of
that based on both temporal and spatial price
differences. This suggests that adjusting for
spatial cost-of-living differences vastly outweighs the importance of adjusting for temporal changes in cost of living.
A Comparison with the Quarterly Food-atHome Price Database
In this section we compare the retail scanner
data-based price indexes with price indexes
created using data from the ERS Quarterly
Food-at-Home
Price
Database
(QFAHPD).11 Unlike our retail scanner
data, the QFAHPD is based on purchases
reported by a panel of Nielsen Homescan
households, which had grown to just under
40,000 households by 2006. The QFAHPD
has market-level unit value and expenditure
data for 52 food groups in 26 metropolitan
markets and 9 nonmetropolitan areas. The
advantage of household scanner data is that it
is possible to create indexes that are specific
11
It is not meaningful to compare our retail beverage price indexes with the C2ER beverage prices because (a) C2ER only
collects price data on three beverage items, namely, 2 liter Coca
Cola, 64 oz. Tropicana or Florida Natural fresh orange juice, and
half-gallon whole milk, and (b), without purchase quantities, it is
not possible to calculate bilateral superlative and panel indexes
based on C2ER.
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Table 3. Cost-of-Living Adjustment of SNAP Beverage Allotment, Accounting for Spatial
Price Difference Only
Study
year

Allotment reallocated (in $1,000)
Laspeyres Paasche

Fisher
ideal

1
$47,160 $56,028 $49,942
2
$52,845 $56,629 $52,810
3
$73,828 $74,562 $71,188
4
$65,231 $74,155 $66,592
Overall $239,064 $261,374 $240,533

RWGEKS-1 RWGEKS-13 Törnqvist RWCCD-1 RWCCD-13
$52,393
$56,698
$74,217
$69,521
$252,829

$52,393
$56,766
$74,723
$69,716
$253,598

$49,702
$52,855
$71,051
$66,487
$240,094

$52,564
$57,423
$75,316
$70,231
$255,534

$52,564
$57,503
$75,740
$70,856
$256,662

Note: There are 13 quadweeks per study year. We dropped the 53rd quadweek for the SNAP cost-of-living adjustment analysis so that Year 4 has the same
number of quadweeks as other study years. A budget neutrality constraint is imposed in every quadweek so that the sum of county allotment increases is
equal to the sum of county allotment decreases in each quadweek.

Table 4. Summary Statistics: QFAHPD- and Retail Scanner-based Indexes
Price Index
Laspeyres Paasche Fisher RWGEKS-1 RWGEKS-4 Törnqvist RWCCD-1 RWCCD-4
ideal
Standard
deviation:
QFAHPD
Standard
deviation:
Retail
scanner data
Pearson
correlation
coefficienta

0.093

0.089

0.090

0.089

0.090

0.091

0.089

0.091

0.052

0.043

0.047

0.048

0.048

0.047

0.048

0.049

0.608

0.467

0.552

0.546

0.548

0.554

0.547

0.549

Note: This comparison is based on quarterly data. Therefore, the width of rolling window for RWGEKS-4 and RWCCD-4 is 15 months. aIndicates that this
coefficient measures the degree of correlation between the QFAHPD- and retail-based indexes under each index formula.

to a subpopulation (e.g., lower income). The
disadvantage is that prices would be missing
if none of the sample households purchased
the products. As such, it is not possible to
construct county or small-area price indexes
based on household scanner data due to insufficient observations. For this comparison,
we first aggregated the retail scanner data to
the 35 QFAHPD markets by quarter and
then recalculated the eight price indexes
where an entity is a unique pair of market
and quarter, and the elementary product is
still defined at the brand-size-multipack level.
The QFAHPD-based beverage indexes use
unit values of the following QFAHPD beverage groups as inputs: fruit juice, low fat milk,
regular fat milk, nonalcoholic carbonated
beverage, non-carbonated caloric beverage,
and bottled water. Collectively, these groups
correspond well to the beverage types covered by the retail scanner data.

Table 4 presents the summary statistics for
the quarterly retail- and QFAHPD-based
price indexes. Three features are noteworthy.
First, QFAHPD-based index values are much
more variable—as indicated by their larger
standard deviations—than those based on retail scanner data. This is partly because only
food group-level unit values and quantities
are available from QFAHPD for index construction while the retail-based indexes
distinguish goods at the much finer brandsize-multipack level. Neglecting product heterogeneity within food groups may produce
significant bias. For example, Handbury and
Weinstein (2015) found that eliminating heterogeneity bias caused 97% of the food cost
variance among U.S. cities to disappear.
Second, the degree of correlation between
the retail- and QFAHPD-based indexes is
centered at around 0.55, which is not surprising given the material differences between
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the retail scanner data and QFAHPD. Third,
among the eight indexes, the correlation
coefficient is highest between the Laspeyres
indexes (0.608) and lowest between the
Paasche indexes (0.467). This is because
Laspeyres uses base quantities that are fixed
within each data source as weights while
Paasche uses concurrent quantities that fluctuate across entities as weights. The correlation coefficients for the bilateral superlative
and panel indexes lie in between as they use a
combination of Paasche and Laspeyres indexes as elements.
To explore the economic significance of
these differences between data sources, we
repeat our earlier SNAP allotment exercise
using these quarterly market-level indexes.
The upper panel of table 5 reports the total
amount of SNAP beverage allotment reallocated by index and data source when accounting for both temporal and spatial price
differences. Over the four-year period, between $352 million and $376 million in SNAP
beverage allotment would be reallocated if
one of the QFAHPD-based price indexes is
used to make the cost-of-living adjustment.
By contrast, the amount reduces to between
$250 million and $283 million when one of
the retail-based indexes is used. The smaller
reallocated funds implied by the retail scanner indexes are a direct result of their lower
variances.
We now turn to the lower panel of table 5
where only spatial price difference is
accounted for by holding the budget neutrality constraint in every quarter. Under
each index formula, the retail scanner-based
index again implies lower reallocated SNAP
allotment than the QFAHPD-based index.
The difference in reallocated allotment between QFAHPD and retail scanner data
within each index formula is at least three
to four times as large as the difference between any two retail scanner data-based
indexes.
Summary and Discussion
As price is a key determinant of economic activity and retail scanner data is ever more accessible for researchers, understanding the
differences between alternative scanner database price indexes is of increased importance.
We compared eight price indexes including
four variants of two new panel indexes
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created from Nielsen retail beverage scanner
data. For beverages as a group, the difference
between the bilateral superlative and panel
index values is small, where the average differences never exceeded 1% in pairwise comparisons. However, even minor differences in
index values may compound into larger aggregate effects over time and space. By way
of an example, if the USDA had redistributed SNAP benefits in the contiguous U.S.
based on county cost of living, the amount of
reallocated SNAP beverage allotment would
have ranged between $325 and $349 million,
depending on the type of superlative or panel
index used, during the a 4-year sample period.12 Roughly 90% of the reallocated allotment in this counterfactual exercise is used
for achieving spatial purchasing power parity.
Given that nonalcoholic beverages represent
only 14% of SNAP participants’ total foodat-home expenditures, the overall economic
impact will be much larger when the total
food basket is considered. More broadly, the
impact of price differences on purchasing
power of program allotment is not limited to
SNAP. For example, C˛akir et al. (2018) measured the cost of fresh fruit and vegetables
using retail scanner data and found substantial variation in the real value of the Women,
Infants, and Children Program’s fruit and
vegetable voucher over time and across
cities.
With multiple price indexing methods
available for measuring cost of living, a problem facing statistical agencies interested in incorporating scanner data into official price
statistics is that the “truth” is not known.
There are several ways to potentially address
this issue. In time series context, Diewert and
Fox (2017) compared competing scanner data
price indexes with a benchmark index constructed out of a consumer preference structure assumed to be the truth. The index
closest to the benchmark is selected as the
winner.
Alternatively, we propose in supplementary
online appendix C a more agnostic approach
where we calculated eight category-level price
indexes for each of nine beverage categories
using the retail scanner data. Instead of assuming preferences within each beverage category
12
Estimates for the continental United States are obtained
from dividing total reallocated allotments in table 2 by 0.81
which is the proportion of SNAP population covered by our retail scanner data.
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$291,586
$231,905
$278,854
$218,740
$302,637
$236,076
QFAHPD
Retail scanner data

Note: The four-year period runs from Q2 2002 to Q1 2006. The 35 QFAHPD markets represent 100% of the contiguous United States.

$291,099
$229,312

$355,865
$267,029

Accounting for Temporal and Spatial Price Difference
$362,939
$354,807
$361,753
$363,723
$256,917
$264,550
$266,036
$259,203
Accounting for Spatial Price Difference Only
$289,426
$290,568
$291,091
$290,064
$221,102
$226,861
$229,210
$222,203
$351,804
$249,794
$376,015
$282,632
QFAHPD
Retail scanner data

RWCCD-1
Törnqvist
RWGEKS-4
RWGEKS-1
Fisher ideal
Paasche
Laspeyres

Allotment reallocated over the 4-year Study Period among the 35 QFAHPD Markets (in $1,000)
Data source

Table 5. SNAP Allotment Reallocation: QFAHPD-based Indexes vs. Retail Scanner-based Indexes
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$362,660
$268,348
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are known to the econometrician, we estimated a flexible demand system with nine beverages and a numeraire eight times, using one
of the bilateral or panel indexes as prices
each time. The rationale is that price indexes
most closely approximate consumer preferences should generate the best goodness of
fit. Consistent with a priori expectations, we
found that the superlative indexes are preferred to the Laspeyres and Paasche indexes,
and that the panel indexes outperform the
corresponding bilateral superlative indexes
that they use as elements.
Regarding the width of the rolling window
j þ 1, although we did not find it to be numerically important in the beverage application, this is certainly specific to the example
chosen. In our ongoing effort to create panel
indexes for all categories of food at home,
we find a one-month rolling window unable
to eliminate chain drift in the panel indexes
for sugar and other sweets-a category with
significant seasonal variation in product variety and pricing (e.g., Valentine’s Day,
Easter, Thanksgiving, Christmas, New Year).
The RWGEKS-1 and RWCCD-1 index values declined from the base of 1 in year 1 to
0.20 and 0.13 by year 5, respectively.
Increasing width of the rolling window to 14
quadweeks (i.e., 1 year plus 1 quadweek)
eliminated the downward drift. For this reason, we recommend that the RWGEKS and
RWCCD be calculated with a one-year rolling window to prevent any possibility of
chain drift.
A 13-month rolling window is preferred by
Ivancic, Diewert, and Fox (2011) and de
Haan and van der Grient (2011) in their adaptation of GEKS and CCD to time series
comparison. For time series indexes, the
rolling-year GEKS index is only marginally
more demanding on computing resources
than, for example, a rolling-month GEKS because instead of comparing current prices
with those in last month only, a rolling-year
GEKS compares with the last 12 months. But
the same cannot be said for RWGEKS and
RWCCD indexes for large panels. In the
beverage application, there are 18,507 entities in the base year and an average of 1,446
entities per quadweek thereafter. To construct the RWGEKS (RWCCD) for entities
in the base year, one needs 171,263,778 bilateral Fisher ideal (Törnqvist) index values.
After the base year, one needs 3,135,651 and
28,226,643 bilateral index values per quadweek
to create RWGEKS-1 and RWGEKS-13,
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respectively.13 With the enormous number of
bilateral comparisons needed for RWGEKS
and RWCCD, the amount of computing time
for determining the lists of common products
sold in all pairs of entities can be substantial.
Therefore, unless an efficient canned routine is readily available, it would be tempting
for practitioners to adopt a narrow rolling
window to speed up calculation; but doing so
would unintentionally subject the index values to potential chain drift for strongly seasonal goods. To assist future applications of
RWGEKS and RWCCD indexes, we provide
a SAS routine in the supplementary appendix
online for interested users. Users have the
options to specify the length of the base period and width of the rolling window. The
SAS codes leverage the multi-core processing
capability of any modern computer to calculate the numerous bilateral elementary indexes in parallel and, thereby, achieve
tremendous savings in computing time in
contrast to a routine that only uses one core
of the CPU.14
Concluding Remarks
There are at least three areas for further research. First, as is the case in time series
adoption of rolling window multilateral indexes, the panel RWGEKS and RWCCD indexes are not fully transitive-a necessary
tradeoff in creating nonrevisable indexes with
a degree of characteristicity. We have discussed how RWGEKS and RWCCD can approximate full transitivity by increasing the
width of the rolling window, or be spatially
transitive if all entities in the same period use
the same link entity to splice with earlier index numbers. The performance of alternative
window width and splicing methods in panel
data should be formally evaluated. Without
further analysis, the lack of full transitivity
13
The total count is decomposed as follows. In the base year,
by equation (6), a panel index needs 18,507 bilateral comparisons
of the artificial base entity with entities in the base year; and
171,245,271 bilateral comparisons for all unique pair of entities in
base year. In every quadweek s after the base year, by equation
(11), a RWGEKS-1 (RWGEKS-13) requires 1,044,735 bilateral
comparisons between all unique pairs of the 1,446 entities in s;
and 2,090,916 (27,181,908) bilateral comparisons between entities
in s and the 1,446 (18,798) entities in the preceding 1 (13)
quadweek.
14
We ran the county-level beverage application on a 12-core
server. It took the SAS routine 21.7 hours of CPU time to complete RWGEKS-1 and RWCCD-1; it took another 81.3 hours for
RWGEKS-13 and RWCCD-13.
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remains an important limitation of the rolling
window approach.
Second, RWGEKS and RWCCD use the
matched-item approach to control for product quality differences. An alternative approach is to use hedonic regressions to
quality-adjust prices. If consumers perceive
identical products marketed by higher- and
lower-end retailers to have different quality,
it might be desirable to treat them as different products in the index calculation.
Because not all retailers are present in all
locations, this may cause a lack of productlevel matches across space. To avoid this, the
researcher could use hedonic regressions to
remove retailer heterogeneity in productlevel prices before constructing the index.
Third, by using matched items in elementary bilateral comparisons, the panel
RWGEKS and RWCCD ignore the quality
effect of unmatched items on the index number. The lack of matching is due to product
entry and exit over time and not all products
being available at all locations. de Haan and
Krsinich (2014) incorporate unmatched items
into the rolling-window time series GEKS by
imputing their prices during periods they are
not available through a hedonic regression
model. A more utility-theoretic but more
technical alternative to the imputation approach is to formally estimate an item-level
structural model of consumer demand and
back out the virtual prices for the unavailable
items (Broda and Weinstein 2010; Handbury
and Weinstein 2015). Future work could compare how these two approaches fare in panel
data.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary material are available at
American Journal of Agricultural Economics
online.
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